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Abstract. We consider the Wess-Zumino-Witten two-dimensional sigma
models with fields taking values in an arbitrary connected (but not necessarily
simply connected) simple Lie group G. The quantum states of the theory are
realized geometrically as sections of a line bundle over the loop group LG. The
action of the current algebra of the theory is decomposed into highest weight
representations by explicit construction of the highest weight states. This solves
for the spectrum of the models. As a by-product, we obtain modular invariant
partition functions of the theory on tori. The present paper extends the results
of [7] where the cases G — SU(2) and SO (3) were treated.

1. Introduction

The Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) models [27,15] of two-dimensional quantum
fields with values in group manifolds have attracted considerable attention in recent
years. There are multiple reasons for that:

1. In special cases, the WZW models provide a non-abelian extension of bosoni-
zation rules [27] whose abelian version had been one of the main tools in the
analysis of two-dimensional field theories.

2. Because of extremely rich symmetry combining non-abelian current algebra and
conformal invariance, they provide generally non-trivial examples of field
theories solvable not only for spectrum but for Green functions as well [15].

3. As models of conformal field theory, the WZW systems are possible building
blocks of perturbative string theory vacua [11].

4. Models with rank two groups play an important role in the classification of the
so-called minimal conformal field theories [4,6,10].

* Ce rapport a ete publie en partie grace a une subvention du Fonds FCAR pour Γaide et le
soutien a la rercherche
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Last but not least,

5. The WZW models provide a natural meeting- and play-ground for many ideas
of modern mathematics and physics like anomalies, Virasoro and Kac-Moody
algebras, Yang-Baxter equations, braid groups [8], etc.

The distinctive feature of the WZW theories is that they are defined through
an action functional containing a topological term. Our aim in the present paper
is the canonical quantization of the models. As pointed out by many authors
[24,28], due to the topological character of the theory, the wave functions, instead
of being functionals on the configuration space LG of the field (LG is the space of
loops in group G), become sections of a complex line bundle over LG. It is in fact
convenient to work in a complexified setup and consider as states the analytic
sections of a holomorphic line bundle L over LGC. The classical symmetries of
the theory

(1)

where gi are analytic maps into Gc, give rise to a pair of (left, right) projective
representations of the loop group LGC in the space of states or, equivalently, to a
pair of representations of the central extension LGC of LGC, i.e. of the Kac-Moody
group [23]. Our main aim in this paper, is to decompose these representations
into irreducible highest weight (HW) components. As is well known, this is enough
to recover the spectrum of the theory whose Hamiltonian has the Sugawara form
[15,21], i.e. is the quadratic expression in the infinitesimal generators of LGC. Using
the realization of the quantum states as sections of the line bundle over LGC, we
shall be able to construct explicitly the HW wave functionals. First, we do it for
the simply connected groups by noting that the HW condition determines the state
up to a factor on a dense open subset of the loop group. The weights of both left
and right representations of LGC have to be equal. Only the wave functionals
corresponding to the so-called integrable weights extend smoothly to whole LGC.
The resulting spectrum of the HW representations has been conjectured in [29]
for G = SU(2) and in [11] for a general simple group and in fact it follows from
a theorem in [14]. In the next step, we use the result for the simply connected
groups to find the HW states for non-simply-connected ones. In the latter case
the loop group splits according to the homotopy class of the loops and the space
of states splits into different sectors. For each sector, we establish a relation,
preserving the HW vectors, between the wave functions in the sector and the
original states of the model with the simply connected group. This allows us to
find the spectrum in each sector.

For the case of groups D2p/Z2 x Z2 , there exist two possible quantizations of
the WZW model. They correspond to two "periodic vacua" of the theory [5,12]
and lead to different contents of the HW Representations.

From the calculated spectra of the LGC representations, we may obtain
immediately the partition functions of the models on the tori. We check explicitly
their modular invariance employing the techniques developed in [2]. Our list of
modular invariants extends the one obtained there. It also agrees with the results
of [1] based on a semiclassical analysis in a few cases where the latter ones were
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worked out explicitly. It is worth stressing that we do not use the modular invariance
to solve for the spectrum of the theory as advocated in [11]. Instead, we obtain
it as a by-product in the theory quantized canonically. Verification of the modular
invariance just establishes the absence of global (gravitational) anomalies in the
WZW models.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we recall the definition of the
model and summarize the main properties of its probability amplitudes with the
main stress on their behavior under point-wise multiplication of the fields. In Sect.
3, we briefly analyze the spectrum of the models with simply connected groups.
In Sect. 4, we extend this analysis to non-simply connected groups. In Sect. 5, we
prove the modular invariance of the partition functions of the models defined on
tori. Finally in Sect. 6, we give explicit formulae for the spectra in all cases of
simple non-simply connected groups. Appendix 1 analyzes the quantization
conditions for the coupling constant of the models, Appendix 2 establishes the
properties of the probability amplitudes of the models stated in Sect. 2 and Appendix
3 collects some useful facts from the Kac-Moody theory.

2. Probability Amplitudes in the WZW Models

The WZW theories are usually defined through the action functional [27],

^ ^ (1)

The first term in (1) is the standard sigma model action of the field g\Σ ->G (or
Gc), where Σ is a compact Riemann surface without boundary (we consider the
euclidean version of the model) and G is a compact Lie group, assumed here to
be connected and simple but not necessarily simply connected. The second
contribution in (1) is the Wess-Zumino topological term: B is a 3-dimensional
chain with boundary parametrizing Σ and g extends g to B. < v > denotes the
Killing form on the Lie algebra ^ of G (or on ^ c ) normalized so that the longest
roots of the algebra have lengths squared two.

Remark 1. The consistency of the quantum theory requires that SΣ(g) be well
defined (independently of the choice of g) modulo 2πιL. This implies that

h

(2)

for every closed (dB = 0) 3-chain B and imposes a quantization condition on
k:k(>0) has to be an integer or an even integer, see Appendix 1.

Remarks 2. There are cases when no extension g may be found. Then a more
general definition of the action (see Appendix 2 and [9]) may be used accounting
for different consistent choices of SΣ(g) for non-extendable g and resulting in
different "periodic vacua" of the quantum theory labelled by the elements of the
cohomology group H2(G, U(\)) [9]. As already mentioned, we shall encounter this
phenomenon when studying groups D2p/Z2 x Z 2 . In this case H2(G,U(1)) = Z2

and two possible quantizations arise.
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The knowledge of the action of fields defined on surfaces without boundary is
enough to set up the vacuum to vacuum transition amplitudes defined (formally) as

$F(g)e-s^ldgl (3)

where \_dg~] denotes the Haar measure on the maps from Σ to G and F(g) carries
possible insertions.

In order to describe transition amplitudes between general initial and final
states, we shall need amplitudes exp[ — SΣ(g)'] for Riemann surfaces Σ with
boundaries. These may be still naturally defined but no more as complex numbers,
but as more geometric objects [9]. In the simplest case when the boundary of Σ
is composed of a single circle, dΣ = S1, the amplitudes exp[ — SΣ(g)Ίι form a
complex line bundle <£ over Lo G

c, the set of contractible loops. The base element
of exp[ — SΣ(g)Jι is g\dΣ. This might seem strange but what it is saying is quite
simple. We may describe exp[ — SΣ(g)^ by extending g from the surface Σ with
boundary to a closed surface and computing the amplitude of the extended map.
Different ways of extending g would yield different values related by computable
transition functions and there is no canonical way of assigning a complex number
toexp[-S Γ (gf)].

The line bundle S£ may be extended over the whole LGC. For a general compact
Riemann surface Σ with the boundary consisting of circles yt and for g mapping
Σ into Gc, the amplitude of g

i (4)

(is an element of the tensor product of the fibers of if over the boundary loops oΐg).
The essential property of the amplitudes exp[ — SΣ(g)^\ is their behavior

under the multiplication of fields. In the simplest cases, it is described by the
Polyakov-Wiegmann (PW) formula [22]

exp[ - SΣ(g1g2)Ji = GxplΓΣ(gug2) - SΣ(gi)- SΣ(g2)l (5)

where
ik -

ΓΣ(gug2) = ^rS<gϊ1dg1,g2dg21> (6)
Zπ Σ

Relation (5) holds for Σ = PC1 or Σ = D = {z\ \z\ ̂  1}; but in the latter case only
if g1 or g2 is equal 1 on dD. We shall however need a generalization of (5) to the
case Σ = A = {z\ 1 ^ \z\ ̂  2}, where the boundary contributions have to be taken
into account.

For simple, connected, compact groups G,G = G/Z, where G is a simply
connected group, one of the Cartan series An = SU(n + 1), Bn^SO(2n + 1),
Cn^Sp(2ή), Dn^SO(2n), E6,EΊ,E8,F4,G2, and where Z is a subgroup of the
center of G. Z may be only trivial for the last three groups and in general is a
cyclic group except when it is the center of D2p equal to Z 2 x Z 2 . In general, we
may write

Z={e2κimθ}9 (7)

where m = 0,1,..., JV — 1 and θ is an element in the Lie algebra ^ of G (for Z = ZN)
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or m = (ml9m2), mf = 0 or 1, mθ = m1θ1 + m2θ2,θie^ (for Z = Z 2 x Z 2 ). Consider
maps h and # of the annulus A into G c such that h\dA = l and

(8)

h may be lifted to a unique map /z:,4-»Gc such that

E||z|=i = l> S| |2,=2 = e 2 w i B eeZ. (9)

The following generalized PW relations hold:

(10)

(11)

where mΛn = 0 for Z = ZN, m /\n = m1n2 — m2n1 for Z = Z 2 x Z 2 and /i is
extended to CF 1 by setting h(z) = 1 for |z | ^ 1 or |z| ^ 2. Different choices of sign
for Z = Z 2 x Z 2 correspond to different periodic vacua.

In Appendix 2, we shall derive relations (10) and (11). The reader not interested
in geometric intricacies should notice that (10) and (11) may be used to reconstruct
if. Over the component LmGc of loops homotopic to em, the line bundle 5£ may
be identified [20] with

[ M a p o μ , G c ) x C ^ / M a p x ί ^ G 0 ) , (12)

where Map o (^,G c ) is the set of maps g:A-^Gc satisfying (8) and M a p ^ , G c )
contains h:A -• Gc, h\dA = 1, which act on Map o (A Gc) by right multiplication and
on C 1 by multiplication by

The projection onto L m G c sends [fez)] to g\dD.

Remark 1. Notice that the consistency of (10) and (11) requires that for Z = Z N ,

^ | 0 | 2 e Z , (13)

as n is defined modulo N. We shall show in Appendix 1 that (13) follows from the
quantization condition (2).

Remark 2. Similarly, for Z = Z 2 x Z 2 the consistency imposes:

02>eZ. (14)

Here the first two conditions follow from (2). The third one is imposed by demanding
that the antiholomorphic involution of LGC defined by g^>g* (* is the complex
conjugation on the Lie algebra level) lifts to an antilinear involution of 5£ (also
denoted by *) such that

e x p [ - S Γ t e * ) ] = exp[-SΣ(flf)]*, (15)

see Appendix 2. Condition (15) accounts for the desired positivity properties of
the quantum theory.

Given (4), it should be clear how to build general ("stringy") transition
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amplitudes in the WZW theory. The wave functions of the system should be taken
as sections φi of the line bundle S£ over the configuration space LG and the
transition amplitudes between states φt will be (formally) given by the functional
integral (compare (3))

l ® 1 s ^ ) (16)

where Σ is a compact Riemann surface with the boundary composed of circles yt.
yf~

1 denotes the circles with inverted orientation. Since the fibers of if over loops
with inverted orientation are naturally dual, the integrand of (20) is a number
although individual factors lie in the bundle.

The main subject of the present paper is the analysis of the space of states ι/̂ .
For convenience, we shall adopt a slightly more restrictive definition of wave
functions admitting only the holomorphic sections of i f over LGC:

ψeΓan{&). (17)

That the quantum states should be defined as sections of a line bundle over
the configuration space is a phenomenon known for many mechanical systems
and exploited over years by the so-called "geometric quantization" [17, 26]. Its
rules allow one to represent geometrically classical symmetries of the system in
the space of quantum states. The projective action of classical symmetry groups
on wave functions gives rise to quantum representations of the central extensions
of these groups. In our case, the classical symmetries (1.1) act on the configuration
space LGC through the left and right multiplication by loop group elements. The
geometric quantization of this action leads to representations of the Kac-Moody
group LGC (being the central extension of LGC) in Γan(£f). We shall define and
study these representations in the next two sections.

3. Spectrum of the WZW Models with Simply Connected Groups

Throughout this section, we assume that G is simply connected. In this case the
WZW amplitudes are consistently and uniquely defined for k integral, see
Appendix 1. The Kac-Moody group of quantum symmetries may be constructed
using the line bundle i f over LGC. As a set

LGC = i f \ {zero section}. (1)

The multiplication of elements of i f is defined by

^ ^ (2)

The reader will convince himself, using the PW formula (2.5), that (2) defines an
associative operation on if under which LGC becomes a group. Embedding
C* = C\ {0} into LGC by λ -> λ exp [ — SD(1)], we obtain the exact sequence of groups

1 ^ C * - + L G C ^ L G C - > 1 . (3)

In other words, LGC is a central extension of LGC. Notice that our construction
works for any (integral) k. The k = 1 extension is called the universal one as the
other extensions may be obtained from it via modding out the cyclic subgroups
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Zk of C*. The Lie algebra C/ of LGC is spanned by {l/i)d/dε\ε = 0 exp[ - SD(eiexzn)\
n ^ 0, and (l/i)d/dε\ε=0 exp[ - SD(eifiXf ")], w ^ 0, (both shortly denoted by xzn and
identified with the elements of L^c) and by (l/ί)d/dε\ε = oe

iεexp[ — SD(1)~\ identified
with leC. The commutation relations read

lxzn,yzm] = lx9y-]zn+m + nk<x,y>δn+mf09 (4)

so that L^ is the Kac-Moody algebra with central charge k [13,21].
One can also consider the real form LG of the Kac-Moody group composed

of the elements g* = g~ι. For LG, the exact sequence (3) reduces to

LG-»LG-»1. (5)

It is easy to represent LGC x LGC in the space of analytic sections φ on JS?.
For gug2ELGc projecting to gί9g2 in LGC, we define

1)'9t (6)
It may be shown that representation (6) is the geometric quantization of the action
of classical symmetries, see Appendix 2. On the infinitesimal level, it gives two
commuting representations of the Kac-Moody algebra generated by Jn(x) =
dl(xzn) and Jn(x) = — dr(xzn) respectively and the constants. Notice the difference
between them: one is complex linear, the other one antilinear although Ja

n = Jn{τa)
and Ja

n = Jn(τa) for (τa) a basis of #, <τfl,τ*> = \/2δa\ [τ f l,τb] - ifahcτ\ satisfy the
same commutation relations:

kn
Γ ja fb -i _ jfabc jc , zab s ίη\

LJn>Jm-i — y Jn + m~r~^~° °n + m,0 V')

Let us fix some group-theoretic notations [23]. The Cartan subalgebra of ^
will be denoted by A, the Cartan subgroup of G by H. Roots α, coroots αy = 2α/|α|2

(both in A) and the step generators ea = e*L α of G satisfy the relations

[ft,eβ] = <ft,α>eβ, hεA, (8)

[eβ,β_β] = αw. (9)

Positive roots are combinations of simple roots α,-, j= 1,2,...,/ = rankG, with
positive coefficients. The Weyl group FF of G may be realized as the normalizer
N(H) of H in G with w,w'εN(H), w~λw'eH, giving the same element of
the Weyl group. It is generated by the "reflections in simple roots" rai = exp[(π/2)
i(ea +e_ α . ) ] We shall consider nilpotent subgroups Nξ of G c generated by
eα,α ^ 0 and the Borel subgroups 5^ = N^HC.

On the loop-group level, it is convenient to extend the Kac-Moody group to
the semi-direct product U(\) x LG associated with the action of (7(1) on g = λe~So{9)

by rotations of the argument of g. On the Lie algebra level, the generator d of £7(1)
satisfies

[d,xzn] = nxzn, [d,l]=0. (10)

As a vector space, the Lie algebra of U(l) x LG is R d © L ^ © R . Its Cartan
subalgebra Rd © A 0 R carries the Lorentzian Killing form

k') = <Λ,Λ'> + afc' + α'fc. (11)
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The affine roots α = α + n, n an integer, and n, n a non-zero integer, correspond to
step operators eά = eΛz

n and e~ = hz" (h arbitrary in A), respectively. Positive affine
roots correspond to either n = 0, α > 0 or to n>0 and α any root or zero. The
simple affine roots are α0 = — φ + 1, where φ is the highest root of ^ and dj = α7

for 7 = 1,..., /. The affine Weyl group Waΐΐ may be realized as a subgroup of LG
composed of loops φ->e2 π l > σw, where σ is in the lattice in A generated by the
coroots and weN(H) defines an element of the Weyl group W. Again Waίΐ is
generated by the "reflections in simple affine roots," r~. = exp[(π/2)z(e~. + e _ 5 ) ]
(considered as elements of LG\ ra (φ) = eιφΦ rφ and r~. = rαj for j = 1,...,/. We shall
consider nilpotent subgroups N±, M± of LGC. N1 is generated by e~ with α ^ 0,
M± by ~̂ with α = α + n such that —oc + n^O. They will be identified by means
of the lift g -+ e~So{9) with the subgroups of LGC composed of the boundary values
of holomorphic/antiholomorphic maps g:D->Gc with g(0)eNQ (for N±) and
g{ϋ)eN^ (for M ± ) . Similarly, the Borel subgroups B± = N ± f ί c may be considered
as subgroups of LGC or LGC.

Our aim in the present section is to decompose representation (6) of the pair
of Kac-Moody groups into irreducible components generated by the highest weight
(HW) vectors 0 Φ ψeΓαn(J£) satisfying, by definition, the relation

, heA,

for a pair of weights ωL9ωRe4. It will be more convenient to rewrite the above

definition in terms of the Kac-Moody group action:

l(gi)ψ = ψ = r(g2)ψ, g,eN\ g2eM\ (13)

l(eih)ψ = eι<ωL>h>ψ, r(eίh)\l/ = eKωR'h*>ψ, he/f. (14)

We shall show now that these conditions completely fix φ and also set conditions
for possible ωL and ωR. Our argument parallels the Borel-Weil construction for
loop groups, see [23], Sect. 11.3.

Let us first use (13) and (14) to evaluate φ on special loops, namely those of
the form gxwog^ with g1eB+, g2eM+ and woeN(H) representing a Weyl group
reflection mapping the positive roots into the negative ones, WQOLWQ1 = - α . The
point is that B+ wo(M + )* = B+ w0M~ is an open dense subset of LGC, see below.
If eih is the Hc component of gί then

(15)

Setting φ(wo) = const e~So(yVo) and using (2), we obtain

= const e-ι<ωLλ)e~SDigiWo9*\ (16)

Thus the HW condition determines φ completely (up to a constant factor) on
B+w0M~ and thus everywhere.

On the other hand, since B+ nw0M~w^1 = B+ nN~ = 1, given weight ωL,
the right-hand side of Eq. (16) defines (up to a multiplicative constant again) an
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analytic section φ of if over B+w0M" clearly satisfying (13). Moreover, for h'eAc,

= c o n s t e - ι < ω L M - h y > e ~ S D ^ h ) e~~SD{e ih9^<>9*)

= eι<ω^φ(giwogn (17)

where we have used the fact that e~ίh'N+ eih> = N + . Similarly

(18)

so that φ satisfies also (14) with ωR = ωL.

The above discussion implies that the HW states correspond with multiplicity
zero or one to pairs of equal weights (ω, ω). The (ω, ω) state will appear in the
spectrum if and only if φ, as defined by (16) on B+ w0M~, extends to the analytic
section over the whole LGC ((13), and (14) for the extended states will then follow
by continuity).

In order to study the limiting behavior of sections φ given by Eq. (16) on the
boundary of B+w0M~, we need some facts about the stratification of LGC (for
proofs see [23], Sect. 8.6 and 8.7).

LGC may be written as the union of disjoint strata

LGC= U Σ#, (19)
*eWΛίf

where

Σfv = B+wN~. (20)

The stratification of LGC which we shall really need is by

Σ^wo = B+wwo(wo1N'wo) = B+wwoM-. (21)

The reader not familiar with (19) and (20) should consider the case of G c = SL{2, C)
where, by virtue of the Birkhoff theorem [23], any loop can be written as

fzn 0

with gt holomorphic for \z\ :g 1. Waΐf may be represented by loops

/zn 0

,0 z'\

and
'zn 0

where

'0 i

J 0,
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Now, stratification (19), (20) may be established in an elementary way with the use
of the partition of SL(2, C) into the strata BQ NO and B£ W0NQ .

Let us return to the general case. LGC may be also covered by open dense sets
U# indexed by WΆΐί:

LGC= (J UQ, (22)

U# = B+N-w. (23)

We have so far found φ on Σ1w0 = U1 vv0.Now, we seek to extend it to I^wo,w φ 1.
Some knowledge of the codimensions and relative locations of Σ$s will be needed.
In fact, Σ# a TJ$ and has a finite codimension there. To see this, first note that N~
may be split as

ΛΓ =(N~nw~1N+w)(N~nw~1N~w). (24)

On the level of Lie algebras, Eq. (24) is obvious: the first factor is spanned by ββ
with ^ = w ~ 1 ( α ) < 0 for α > 0 (by definition βΓv(5) = we~w~l) whereas the second
factor has β = w" *(α) < 0 for α < 0. The global result holds due to the nilpotency
of the groups, see [23], Chapter 8.

Splitting (24) gives immediately

, (25)
where

N~ =N~nw~1N~w. (26)

Moreover, Eq. (25) leads to a unique decomposition of elements of Σ~,.

For U$ we need the splitting

w~1N-w = N+N~, (27)

where
N+ = Λ r + n ^ - i / v - v ί ) > (28)

On the level of Lie algebras, Eq. (27) is again clear and the global result follows
as before. Splitting (27) yields a unique decomposition

Ua = B+wN+N7. (29)

Thus Xv~ cz Uβ and its codimension is equal to the dimension of ΛΓί. Since
iVί is generated by e^ with β = vv~ 1(a) > 0 for α < 0, its dimension is the number of
positive afίine roots which w transforms to negative ones, the so-called length l(w)
of w.

We need the following result (see [23], proof of Proposition 11.3.1)

u*\Σ»a y t v (30)

l(w)<l(w)

Suppose that our section φ given by Eq. (16) on Σ1 w0 = U1 w0 extends analytically
to U$w0 with /(w) = 1. Then, from Hartogs theorem [16], it follows by induction
over l(w) that φ extends uniquely to whole LGC. We are thus left with /(w) = 1.

In this case, w has to be one of the reflections r~ = exp[(π/2)i(β5 + e_~)] in

the simple affine roots α̂  , transforming α7- to — α7- and keeping the other positive

roots positive. Consider thus a general element of U~,w0 decomposed according
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to (29). As N* = {exp[— ite~.~]\teC}9 it may be written as

g1 r5] exp [ - iteάj] g% w0 ΞΞ g(t\ (31)

where g^eB^ and g%eN~. To see that for t ΦO, g(t)eU1w0 = B+w0M~, consider

a homomorphism R~ of SL(2, C) into LGC given by

where αo = — φ'' is the projection of όco = [eδ,e_5] into L^c. For non-zero t, we
have (compare [23], proof of Proposition 11.3.1)

0

-R ί(

iΓ1 e^ exp[ - log t αj] exp[;t" ' e_^]

M % ( ί ) * , (33)

where gι{t)eN + ,ho{t)e4c and g2(ή*eN~. Thus for ί / 0 ,

0(t) = !7iί/i(t)e ί''o(ί>ί72(ί)*0!woeβ+woM-, (34)

as WQ :g(2(
ί)*6'2 w 0 e M " . Hence, by virtue of Eq. (16),

φ(g(ή) = const <r 'W *+*o<-» e x p [ _ sD( f f(ί))], (35)

where eih is the Hc component of g1eB +, or

(36)

with 0, = g1(t)eiho(t)g2(t)*. The behavior of the amplitude exp[ — SD(#,)] when ί->0
may be extracted as follows. By Eq. (A.2.22) of Appendix 2, the covariant t-derivative
of the amplitude is

Since for \z\ = 1,

is regular at ί = 0, the only singular behavior of the amplitude comes from the \D

term of (37). Integrating it by parts (d(gt~
λdgt) = 0), we obtain

-SD(gt)l (38)
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where reg(ί) is analytic at ί = 0. The first term in the bracket vanishes for j = 1,..., I
as δgt = 0 then and is equal to (k/t)(eφ,e_φ} = k/t for j = 0. Thus

eg(ί) I i

ereg((, j. = 0' - (39)

Since ho(ή = ίlogtocp we infer from (36) that φ(g(ή) extends analytically to ί = 0
if and only if

< ω L , α J > = 0 , ; = l , . . . , / , (40)
and

< ω L , ^ > = fe. (41)

The weights satisfying (40) and (41) are called integrable.
We have just proven that the HW states in Γan(J£) correspond (with multiplicity

one) to the pairs of equal integrable weights. This is a result conjectured in [11].
In fact it follows from a theorem of [14]. Note however that our approach provides
via Eq. (16) a concrete realization of the HW vectors ψ:

^(0cil|z| = i) = const χ(# c l (0))exp[-S D (# c l )] (42)

if gcl satisfies the classical equation of motion d(g~ι1dgcl) = 0 on D and χ is an
analytic function on Gc, the HW vector of the left and right regular representations
of G. This follows from the previous discussion since the classical solutions on D
are of the form gxg^, where gt are analytic maps from D to Gc. The equality of
the left and right highest weights of χ and condition (40) for them is a part of the
classical Peter-Weyl representation theory for compact groups [19]. Condition
(41), which cuts out all but a finite number of weights, is imposed, as we have seen,
by the regularity of states (42).

Starting from the HW vectors ψ, one can generate the "HW modules" carrying
the irreducible representations of LGC x LGC by taking the linear combinations of
vectors I(gi)r(g2)φ- As follows from the main theorem of [14], the (direct) sum of
these HW modules gives a subspace of "strongly regular" states in Γan{S£\ By
definition, a state is strongly regular if it is invariant with respect to some subgroup
of the form f)gίN

+ g^1 of LGC (a finite intersection). We do not know whether
the strongly regular states are dense in Γan(££) in some reasonable topology so
that the decomposition into the HW modules decomposes also Γan{S£\ It is
however easy to see that a possible obstruction: the existence in Γan{5£) of lowest
weight states, does not occur.

4. The Case of Non-Simply Connected Groups

Let G be one of the simply connected groups considered above. Let Q(R) (Q(RV))
denote the lattice generated by the roots (coroots) of G. Both Q(R) and Q(RV) are
subsets of the Cartan algebra A of G. The Cartan subgroup H of G may be identified
via the exponential map with A/2πQ(Rv). Let

Q*(R) = {heA\(Kot}eZ for each αeβ(K)}. (1)

The center of G corresponds to 2πQ*(R)/2πQ(Rv) {he2πQ*(R) if and only if eih
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acts trivially in the adjoint representation). The subgroups Z of the center of G
are generated either by a single element θeQ*(R) or by θl9θ2eQ*(R), see (2.7).

In the present section, we shall consider the WZW models with fields taking
values in G = G/Z. The loop group LGC decomposes into sectors corresponding
to different homotopy classes of loops labelled by elements of Z. Defining LmGc

as the set of loops homotopic to em(em(φ) = eιφmθ\ we have

LGc = {]LmGc. (2)
m

Let us denote by S£m the restriction of line bundle if to LmGc. Recall that for g
mapping the annulus A into Gc,g(2eιφ) = em(φ\

^ , (3)

see (2.4). Hence a general element of i f m may be represented as

μeSAig\ (4)

where μeifβ m. The space of quantum states of the model also decomposes into
sectors,

® m ) . (5)

The classical symmetries of the theory, acting on the configuration space LmGc

by left and right multiplication by elements of LGC lift to left and right actions of
the Kac-Moody group LGC on j£?m. These actions may be easily found with the
use of rules of the geometric quantization. We shall give here only the final result
(see Appendix 2 for simpler infinitesimal expressions):

Upon representing general elements of LGC as Aίexp[— SD(gi)~], O ^ ^ e C ,
gi'.D-^^, their action on an element of S£m given by (4) becomes

(6)

(7)

where g^CP1 -• G c extend gt so that gt(z) = 1 for \z\ ̂  2 (and should be treated as
G c valued when required by the context). The reader may check, using the PW
formulae, that the right-hand sides of (6) and (7) depend only on the line bundle
elements on the left-hand sides and that the action has the required associativity
properties.

For what follows, it will be important to know how the elements of Z c LGC

act in each sector. Using Eq. (6) and the PW formula (2.10), we obtain for gγ = e2πinθ,

e x p [ - S D ( e 2 π ^ ) ] ( μ e x p ^

- ( ± Γ Λ n e x p [ - π z / c < m θ , n θ > ] μ e x p [ ^ ω ] ,

(8)

so that for # e i ? m

2 i θ (9)
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and similarly

(10)

The action of LGC x LGC on ζ£m induces its representation / x r on ψeΓan(J£m)
defined again by formula (3.6). Our aim is to decompose I x r in each sector into
HW representations built upon HW states. This may be easily achieved by
establishing a correspondence between the states φ in Γan(J£m) and wave functions
φ of the simply connected problem with group G, i.e. analytic sections of the bundle
& over LGC. Given 0 # έ m e i ? m (projecting to εmeLmG c), we shall assign to φ a
section (̂  satisfying

for each geLGc. It is easy to see that Eq. (11) defines a unique φ. Moreover, the
consistency requires that

nθ}Vm'U(e2πinθ)φm, (12)

where we have used multiplication rule (10). Hence

I(e2πinθ)φ = (±)m AnQxp[πik(mθ,nθ}]φ. (13)

Conversely, since εmLGc/Z = LmGc, every analytic section of <£ satisfying (13)
defines via (11) a unique analytic section φ of S£m.

Let us find out how the Kac-Moody action behaves under the transformation

1ygt (14)

Let g\ = s~1g1εm and let g\sLGc be the unique element projecting to g'1eLGc

such that

gi-L = έmgΊ (15)

The right-hand side of Eq. (14) may be written as stn [l(gf

1)r(g2)φ^(g) resulting in
the relation

T (16)

Equation (16) implies that the Kac-Moody modules generated by φ and φ are
mapped into each other under the transformation φ-+φ.

Up to now, έm was an arbitrary non-zero element in S£m. The crucial fact is
however that it may be chosen so that the transformation φ —>φ maps HW states
onto the states with the same property. We shall look for εm of the form

^m = emwm, (17)

where wm is an element of the affine Weyl group Waΐί. More explicitly,

εm(φ) = e^mθ + ^wm = e-'*°w°>wM, (18)

where wmeG represents an element of the Weyl group of G and σm is in the coroot
lattice Q(RV) c A. The complicated notation for mθ + σm will become transparent
later. Notice that, since φ-*eιφσrn lifts to a loop in G, εm is homotopic to em and
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thus lies in LmG. In order to be able to compare the HW conditions (3.13), (3.14)
for φ and φ, we would like to assure that

ε-'Hcεm = Hc (19)
and

ε-1JV + εm = JV + . (20)

Relation (19) holds automatically since wm normalizes Hc.
Let us discuss condition (20). The Lie algebra of the nilpotent group N+ is

generated by the step generators e~ of the Kac-Moody algebra with α = α + n > 0.
Let us see how they transform under the conjugation by ε ~ x :

( ) μ ( ) (21)

where w~1 (α) = w~x α wm. Hence

^m1ea+nεm = ea/+nf (22)

with
α/ = w~1(α), rt' = rc + <α,ωμ w ( 0 )> (23)

(this also holds for α = 0).
In Appendix 3, we prove that it is possible to choose wmeWaίΐ so that α' + ή

is positive if and only if so is α + n. We also establish there some useful relations
involving vvm. For the corresponding choice of εm, condition (20) follows.

Let us elucidate somewhat the problem of choice of vvm by relating it to some
facts in the Kac-Moody theory. By letting the affine roots act on the Cartan
algebra by

(24)

we may characterize the positive affine roots as those positive on the positive Weyl
alcove

Cf = {heά\oί(h) > 0 for α > 0}. (25)
Since

(α' + ή){h) = <α, wm(h) + ωμrn(0)) + n = (α + n)(wm(h) + ωμ m ( 0 )), (26)

v! + rϊ are positive for positive α + n if and only if

wM(Cf) + W M m ( 0 ) = C f . (27)

Relation (27) may be rewritten as

wm

 : (Ca

w

ff) = w " ι ( C f + σ j = C f , (28)

where C f = C f + m^ is another Weyl alcove (i.e. a connected component of
4\{/i|<α,/z>eZ for some root α}).

Now, the existence of wm satisfying (28) (unique up to multiplication of wm by
an element of the Cartan subgroup) follows from the simple transitivity of the
affine Weyl group on the set of Weyl alcoves [23, Proposition 5.14]. The Weyl
alcove C^ is a simplex with vertices 0, l / ^ ω 1 ? . . . , l/kv

tωh where ωli...9ωι are
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the fundamental weights of the group, <ω f, αj> = δij9 and k\ are the dual Kac labels
appearing in the decomposition of the highest coroot φv = Σ k)a). We shall put
ω o = 0 and kυ

0 = \. The transformation h^>wm(h) + ω μ m ( 0 ) satisfying (27) has to
rearrange the vertices of Q f f . As the ratios of the dual Kac labels of the interchanged
vertices are easily seen to be integer, only the vertices with equal dual Kac labels
may be exchanged. Thus

wm(ω< /) + k)ωμrn{0) = ωμm(j) (29)

for some permutation (μm(0),μm(l), ...,μm(/)) preserving the values of fcj's. Note
that (29) is consistent with the previous definition of ω μ m ( 0 ) . This establishes a
relation between the elements of the center of group G and the symmetries of the
extended Dynkin diagram of the Lie algebra of G.

In order to relate the HW states ψ and ψ, we still need more than relations
(19) and (20), see (16). Any g1eB+ =HCN + is the boundary value of an
analytic map from D into G c (which we denote by the same symbol). Relations
(19) and (20) imply that also g\=^ιg1εm extends analytically to D. For
gγ = exp[ — SD(g1)'], we have to compute g\ as given by Eq. (15). Since gx -+g\ is
a group homomorphism,

SafoΊ)] (30)

for some one-dimensional representation χ of B+ (both sides project to g\).
Representing εm as μexp[S^(εm)], where εm:A-+Gc interpolates between εm for
z\ = 1 and em for \z\ = 2, we obtain using definition (6):

εm)]. (31)

Similarly,

ε m gi)] . (32)

Choosing g\ equal to (the analytic extension of) g\ on D, to ^^Qi^m o n ^ and
to 1 for I z I ̂  2, we find χ:

χ(g1) = explΓA(guεm) - ΓA(εm,g\)- 5C Fi(^) + Scpι{g\)^ (33)

In order to express χ more explicitly, let us calculate d/dtχ(eιtX) at t = 0 for X in
the Lie algebra of B + , i.e. the boundary value of an analytic map from D to ^
with X(0) in the span of AQ and ea9 α > 0.

Denoting by Z an extension of X to CP1 vanishing for \z\ ̂  2, we obtain

dί ί = 0

\d(X,ZmM} §
2πA 2π | z | = 1

- = ίk(X(0),ωμm{O)y, (34)
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where in the last step we have used the analyticity of X on D. Notice that the
right-hand side of (34) selects only the /fc-component of X(0). In particular, it
follows that

χ{gx)=\ for 9leNl (35)
and

^ ω μ w ( 0 ) >] for h^tf. (36)

Given (19), (20), (30) and (36), relation (16) implies that φ is a HW vector (see
(3.13, 14)) if and only if ψ is. Since, by Sect. 3, the HW states ψ correspond (with
multiplicity 1) to the pairs of equal integrable weights (ω,ω) satisfying additionally
(see (13))

(ω,nθ} = k/2(mθ,nθ}(+ ί/2m A n)moάm (37)

for each n, we infer that the HW states ψ are labelled (also with multiplicity 1) by

pairs of weights (ωL,ωR) where

ω L = wm (ω) + fcωμw(0) = μm (ω) (3 8)
and

ωR = ω. (39)

This establishes the classification of the HW vectors in each sector of the WZW
model with group G = G/Z. The decomposition of Γan(J£m) into the HW modules
generated by those states follows in-as-much as it was established for the simply
connected case, i.e. in the subspace of strongly regular states of [14].

The spectrum of the HW states may be encoded in the "mass matrix" (Mω^ωR)
giving the multiplicities of the HW vectors corresponding to weights (ωL, ωR).
Denote by Ck

m the set of integrable weights satisfying (37). Our results may be
summarized in the formula

M - V V (5 , ,δ . (40)
m ω e C m

Notice that μm defined by (38) carries integrable weights into integrable ones. This

follows as the integrable weights are exactly the ones in the closure kC^ of the
positive Weyl alcove dilated by k and the latter is preserved by μm due to (27).
Without loss of generality, we may then restrict Mω ω to integrable weights. Notice
also that μm maps Ck

m onto Ck_m. Indeed,

<μm(ω\nθy = <wm(ω) + kωμrn(0),nθ} = <ω,nθ) - fc<m0,n0>mod[l] (41)

as wm(ω) — ω is in the root lattice and kωμrn{0) + kmθ is in the coroot lattice, and
as such both have integral scalar products with nθ. Now, since μ" 1 = μ_m,

^•ωL,ωR

 = LJ LJ "ωL,ω"μ^l(ω),ωR

 = ^ ωR,ωL^ V^^J

i.e. matrix M is symmetric.
The condition ωeCk

m in (40) may be imposed by writing the characteristic function
of Ck

m as the Fourier sum on the group Z:

\ckm(ώ) = τ^yΣexp[ - 2πi<ω, nθ) + πi/c<m0, nθ}( + πim A n)]. (43)
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Thus

n)]δωfμm{ωΎ (44)

We shall compute M more explicitly for all possible cases in Sect. 6.
The knowledge of the HW content of the space of states for the WZW models

gives immediately the spectrum of their Hamiltonian which has the Sugawara form

^ = L0 + L0, (45)

where

n= — oo a

(46)

and Lo is given by the same formula with J's replacing J's.

is the dual Coxeter number of G and the normal ordering in (46) puts Ja

n with
positive n to the right of the ones with negative n. For the HW state φ characterized
by weights (ωL, ωR), we find

J4?φ = (k + hv)~ x(Cas(ωL) + Cas(ωΛ) - -&k dim G)φ, (47)

where Cas(ω) denotes the value of the quadratic Casimir of G in the HW
representation of weight ω. Each operator Jfl_n or Jα_n,n ^ 0 increases the energy
by n.

Another important quantity fixed by the HW content of the space of states is
the partition function on the torus Tf = {(eιφ\eιφ2)} with the complex structure
defined by z = φί + τφ2, lm τ > 0,

Z(τ) = Trace e

2Moe~^ht ( 4 8)

In each HW representation of weight ω,

Traceω e
2πiτLo = ch [fe, ω] (τ), (49)

where the right-hand side is the (restricted) affine character of the representation
expressible in terms of Jacobi θ functions, see [2,23]. Z(τ) may be rewritten in
terms of the mass matrix M of the model and the affine characters as

Z(τ) = Σ chLk>ωLl(τ)Mω ω ch[k,ωR~\(τ). (50)
ωL,ωR

Since M is positive, Z(τ) is real and positive, as it should.

5. Modular Invariance

The partition function Z(τ) is formally given by the functional integral

(1)
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The modular automorphisms A = ( )eSL(2, Z) act on the torus by

(<Pi,<P2)-^>(a(Pi+b(p2,c(pi+d<p2) (2)

and change its modular ratio by

The amplitudes are covariant under diffeomorphisms of the Riemann surface, see
Appendix 2 or [9], so that

exp[ - S^igoAft = exp[ - ST ?(#)]. (4)

Since the Haar measure is invariant under g->g°A, we should expect the modular
invariance of the partition function:

Z(τ) = Z(τ'). (5)

Indeed, we shall show that (5) holds so that, as expected, no global anomalies
appear when the formal integral (1) is computed using the loop-group theory.

We shall base heavily on [2]. It is enough to check that

Z(τ) = Z(τ + l) (6)

and

(7)

Since the modular transformations act linearly in the space of affine characters,

conditions (6) and (7) impose requirements on the mass matrices M. Here it will

be convenient to consider M defined by (4.44) as a matrix labelled by weights in

(k + hv) ~Cψ - p ID kCψ, where p = ω1 + ~-+ωι. Notice that, due to (4.29),

P ~ wm(p) = P ~ Σ ω^U) + ( Σ k) W ( θ ) = hvωμrn{0), (8)
7=1 \7=1 /

and consequently μm maps (k + hv) Q f f — p into itself. The extension of M leaves
it symmetric and moreover does not change Z(τ) of (4.50) since the affine characters
vanish for the added weights.

Now, as shown in [2], Eq. (6) holds provided

Mω,ω> = 0 if | ώ | V | ώ Ί 2 m o d [ 2 ( / c + /O], (9)

where ώ = ω + p. To establish (9), we shall need the following property of ω μ w ( 0 )

proven in Appendix 3.

μ w ( 0 ) > - ^ | ω μ w ( 0 ) | 2 E Z . (10)

Now Mωt(O> φ 0 if and only if for some m, ω' satisfies (4.37) and ω = μm(ω'), i.e.
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ώ =

But

Wm(ώ') + (fc + A > μ

- | ώ ' | 2 + 2(fc

due to (4.37),

m(0)

+ Λ

lm(O)

Now

> = -

f ' ω μ w (0)/

2lωμm(o;

G. Felder, K.

s \ \m I2

> + j 1 ωμm(O) 1

)|2 + <p,ω μ m ( 0 ) >n

(11)

(12)

(we use the fact that length squared of elements of the coroot lattice is an even
integer).

Equations (10), (11) and (12) imply that

\ώ\2 = \ώ'\2modl2(k + hυ)] (13)
and prove (9).

The second invariance condition (7) was shown in [2] to follow from the matrix
relation

SM = MS, (14)

where S = (Sω>ω0, ώ, ώ' belonging to (k + hv) Q f f ,

^ > l (15)

(W is the Weyl group of G) ε(w) = ( - l) p a r i t y ( v v ) and C being a constant. Note
important identities:

Σ ( ) p | ^ ^ ) } +2πi<<5,
weW [_ K + n

- ε(wm) exp [2πi < ώ, ω μ m ( 0 ) > ] Sω>ω,, (16)

and similarly

^ w ( ω ),ω—ε(w m )exp[2πi<ώ / ,ω μ m ( 0 ) >] 1 S ω ^. (17)

Using these relations and representation (4.44) for the mass matrix, we obtain

(SM)ωtω, = — £ SωtμmiωΊexp[- 2πi<ω',n^> + πik(mθ,nθ}( + πίm A n)]

= Γ7TΣ ε(w m )exp[-2πί«ρ,m0> + <

+ πik(mθ,nθ){ + πimΛ ήflS^., (18)

and for the other order (replacing M by its transposition)
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1
(MS)ωi(0> =77^-Σ e x P [ ~ 2πi<ω, nθ) + πik(mθ,nθ}( + πίm A n)]Sμm(ω)>ω/

= Γ7T Σ fi(wm)exp[- 2πί«p,mθ> + (ω\mθ) + <ω

n)~]Sω,ω,. (19)

But , as shown in Appendix 3,

β(wm) = exp[2πi<P,m0>], (20)

so that equality (14) follows from (18) and (19) by exchange m<-+n. This completes
proof of the modular invariance of partition functions (4.50).

The series of modular invariants that we have obtained here is more general
than the one discussed in [2], where the modular invariants were associated with
single elements of the center of G (the generators of Z = ZN in our language).
Firstly, some central charges k were strangely missed in [2] by requiring that k\θ\2

be an integer, (condition (3.11) of [2]). Secondly, we get pairs of new invariants
(one for each periodic vacuum) for the WZW model with group D2l/Z2 x Z 2 . They
are associated to a pair of generators of Z 2 x Z 2 rather than to a single element
of the center.

6. Examples

In the present section, we shall give more explicit expressions for the mass matrices
of WZW models with non-simply connected groups G/Z. We shall label the weights
of group G by (/ + 1) integers (r,-), = 0,...,/ = rankG such that Σ1 fc^ = k. The
correspondence is

ω

i

= Σ rjωP

where ω o = 0 and ωί,...,ωι are the fundamental weights. The gain from this
somewhat strange labelling is two-fold. First, integrable weights correspond to (r,-)
with rj ^ 0. Secondly, due to (4.29),

μm(ω) = wjω) + kωμrn{0) = £ rJ wm(ω J ) + kωμm{0)

I I I

= Σ rjωμmu) ~ Σ rjkvjωμm(θ) + kωμmi0) = X rμ-i{j)ωj. (2)
j=θ j=0 j=0

First consider the case Z = ZN. Here μm = μm. Upon replacement in (4.44) of θ by
— ωμ{0) (recall that their difference is in the coroot lattice), the mass matrix becomes

Notice that in order to compute (3), we only need to know the fundamental weights
of G and the permutation μ defining a symmetry of the extended Dynkin diagram
of G corresponding to the generator of the subgroup Z of the center of G,

I N-i r i Ί i

rjWj) = Jj n J 0

 e X P I 2πίH Σ r'j < ωJ > <°K0) ) + πίkmH I ωβ(0) 12 J Π Q

 δrμm(j)yj
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A,, 1,2,....

The integrable weights satisfy Σrj = k. Possible subgroups Z of the center Zι + ί

are ZN, where N divides / + 1. The integrability condition for k requires that ke2Z
if / and (I + 1)/N are odd and fceZ otherwise.

where j + m(l + 1)/JV is taken mod[Z + 1].

Integrable weights: ro + rλ + 2(r2 + ••• + Tι-ι) + rt = k. Z = Z 2 .

Integrable weights: Σrj = k. Z = Z2,ke2Z for / odd and /ceZ for / even.

Integrable weights: r 0 + r x + 2 ( r 2 + •••+r/_2) + η _ 1 + r / = fe. Center = Z 2 x Z 2 .
There exist three possible choices of cyclic Z = Z 2 inside it.

1. fce2Z if / is not divisible by 4, fceZ otherwise.

'Σ Jr'j + (V ~ 2)/2)rί - 1 + WM \ I

jj
- 2)/2)ri _ ! + (//2)rJ + fc//4 \ I

j
2. A eZ.

M(,Mr-, = έ ( l + ( - l Γ - ' + r ί ) Π o ^

+ i ( 1 + ( _ lyi-.+'i^ r,,5 r o r, g ί r y i ^ , _ Λ _ ι A . (8)

3. /CG2Z if / is not divisible by 4, /ceZ otherwise.

Σ Jή + MY'i - I + ( ( / - 2)/2)rί

π
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Integrable weights as for / even. Center = Z 4 .

1. Z = Z 2 . fceZ.

1-2

2. Z = Z4. /ce2Z.

where μ is the permutation (/ — 1, /, / — 2, / — 3,..., 1,0).

E 6

Integrable weights: r0 + r1 + 2r2 4- 3r3 4- 2r4 + 2r5 + r 6 = k. Z = Z 3 , fceZ.

1 2

VJ> = x Σ
r'2 + r 4 + 2r'6n(r; + 2r2 + r4 + 2r6 Π

I J — 0

6

where μ = (1,6,4,3,5,2,0).

E 7

Integrable weights: r 0 + ̂  + 2r2 + 3r3 + 4r4 + 3r5 + 2r6 + 2r7 = k. Z = Z 2 , fce2Z.

/ , , 7 / / / 6

j ' j j = 0 r J j _ 0 μj> J

where μ = (1,0,6,5,4,3,2,7).
The last case to consider is

D,, I = 4,6,8,..., Z = Z 2 x Z 2 . ke2Z.

Replacing in (4.44) mθ and nθ by - ωμrn{0) and - ω μ m ( 0 ) , we obtain

Ί A
+ πik\cou to),cou (())}( + πίm Λ n) δr >. (14)

More explicitly

γ\δr ,
j=o ι ΓJ
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1-2

)rί - l + W2)rΊ + W - 2)/4

1-2

± signs correspond to different periodic vacua. Sum over two choices of the sign
is a linear combination of previous mass matrices (sum over the three different
Z = Z2 choices minus the Z = 1 solution). Their difference gives a modular invariant
linearly independent of the previous ones.

Appendix 1

Consistent quantization of the WZW models requires certain information about
the topology of the group G in which the fields take values. For connected, simply
connected, simple, compact groups G, the first integral homology groups are

Z for q = 0,

0 for q=l,

0 for q = 2, ' '

Z for q = 3.

H3(G) is generated by the inclusion g0 of 5(7(2) (= 53) into G on the infinitesimal
level described by

0 1\ /0 0\ / I I

0 0 / 6φi \l Qjβ-φ* \0 -

where φ is the highest root of the Lie algebra ^ of G [3].
For non-simply connected groups G = G/Z, where Z is a nontrivial subgroup

of the center of the covering group G of the previous type, H0(G) = Z and
H1(G) = π1(G) = Z. The low homology groups of G are related to the homology
of group Z (for the definition of homology of finite groups see [25]). By Corollary
XI.7.3. of [18],

Hq{G)^Hq{Z\ q = 0,1,2, (3)

and there exists an exact sequence

where the isomorphism (3) and the last arrow in (4) may be described explicitly
[25] (the second arrow in (4) is induced by the canonical projection of G onto G).
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For Z = ZN, H0(Z) = Z and

{ZN for odd p
q (0 for even /?>0,

see [25]. Thus H2(G)=0 in this case and there exists an exact sequence

>Z*-0 . (6)

We shall need a more detailed description of (6). l e Z (the generator of H3(G)) is
mapped to the homology class [# 0 ] of the inclusion of 51/(2) into G given
infinitesimally by (2). An element of H3(G) projecting onto the generator of ZN

may be obtained from the map g:B->G defined as follows. Let BlfB2 be two
distinct copies of D x S^D = unit disc). Let F.S1 x S1 = T2-^T2,

F{eiφ\ eiφ2) = (eίφ\ e

i(Nφi+φ2)). (7)

B is the union of B1 and B2 with the boundaries identified by F. It is a closed
oriented 3-dimensional manifold. Let e2πiθ,θε^, be the generator of Z and let
g^.D-^G satisfy

gi\dD = eiN«β (8)

(the right-hand side is a contractible loop in G). Define g = gθ by putting on B1

gθ{reiφ\ei^) = g1{rei^)ei^θ, (9)

and on B2

gθ(/eiιj/\eiιl/2) = eίιl/2θ. (10)

A somewhat tedious calculation involving an explicit triangulation of B shows
that the homology class [$θ] in H3(G) indeed projects via (6) to the generator of
ZN. We conclude that for Z = ZN the homology classes [^0] and [^θ] generate

The only case not covered by the above is the possibility Z = Z2x Z2 =
{e2ni(mίθl+m2θ2)\mi = 0 ? 1 | ( ^ i φ Q2e^ for Q = D^ H e r e H^Q) ^ JJ^ χ Z J = Z 2

is generated by map g:T2^G,

(11)

H3(Z2 x Z 2 ) = Z 2 x Z 2 x Z 2 and H3(G) enters the exact sequence

x Z 2 x Z 2 - > 0 (12)

with the image of l e Z in H3(G) again equal to the homology class [$ 0 ], and
[0βj> Kβ2]

 a n d Kθi +Θ2] projecting respectively to (1,0,0), (0,0,1) and (1,1,1). Thus
H3(D2p/Z2 x Z 2) is generated by [# 0 ] , [§ f l l], [gθj and [g θ l + θ 2 ] .

Equipped with the knowledge of the generators of H3(G\ we turn the
consistency requirement (2.2) to the explicit conditions for the coupling constant
k. For g = g0, the integral in (2.2) reduces to the computation of the volume of
SU(2) and gives the condition keZ for all groups. For g = gθ9 only gθ\Bί contributes
to the integral. In virtue of the invariance of the 3-form (g~1dg,[g~1dg,g~1 dg~\ >
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on G under the right multiplication by eiφ2θ,

DxS1 D 0

= ~l2πίμ<θ,gϊ1dgι}=-12πίj(θ,gϊ1dg1) = 24π2N\θ\2. (13)
D dD

Hence kN/2\θ\2eZ. This, together with the integrality, leads to the values of k
listed in Sect. 6 for all but one case. The exception is D2p/Z2 x Z 2 ? where the
condition (2.2) is equivalent to the integrality of k,k\θ1\

2,k\θ2\
2 and k\θ1 + Θ2\

2

and admits fce2Z for p odd and feeZ for p even. In the latter case however, the
odd values of k lead to non-unitary theories with complex partition functions.

Appendix 2

We shall discuss here the construction of the probability amplitudes for the WZW
model in a more down-to-earth way than in [9]. Let us focus on the topological
part of the amplitude of the field g mapping a compact Riemann surface Σ into G c:

(1)

see (2.1). Equation (1) defines AΣ(g) for g homological to zero unambiguously for
k satisfying the quantization condition (2.2). AΣ(g) is invariant under the orientation
preserving reparametrizations of Σ and goes into its inverse under the ones
changing the orientation. Although AΣ(g) is not given as an integral of a local
expression over Σ, its variation is:

A ilz Pin

(2)

In the case of G = D2p/Z2 x Z 2 , the only one with non-vanishing second
homology group, we should complete the definition of the amplitude by extending
AΣ(g) to maps g not homologous to zero. Let for m = {m1,m2\ n = (nx,n2)9

gmn\Sι x S1 ΞΞ T 2 -• G be given by

gmn(e >e )-e ψ ψ ', 13j

where mθ = m1θί+ m2θ2 and e2niθί, e2πiθ2 are the generators of the center of D2p.
fif(i,o)(o,i) defines the nontrivial element of H2(G) = Z2 (see Appendix 1) and 0(2,o)(o,i)
is homologous to zero. Proceeding as in (A. 1.9) or using directly (2), we obtain

as <0 l 9 0 2 > = 1/2mod[1]. We shall choose A(giU0)i0Λ)) as a square root of (4),

A 2(g )= + enik/2, (5)

and define for general g

(6)
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where [#]eZ 2 is the homology class of g and dg = g — [#]#(i,oχo,i) a s a 2-chain.
It is easy to see that extension (6) preserves the reparametrization invariance of
the amplitude and continues to satisfy (2). The freedom of choice of the sign in (5)
is in agreement with the results of [9] where different quantizations of the model
were labelled by H2(G, U(l)). Indeed, the cohomology long exact sequence

H3(G,R)... (7)

implies that H2(G, [/(I)) is the torsion part of H3(G) since # 2 (G,R) = 0, and the
last arrow injects the free part of H3(G). But, by the universal coefficient theorem,
the torsion of H3(G) is equal to the torsion of H2(G) = Z 2 .

To guarantee the reality properties of the theory, see (2.15), we shall additionally
require that

Since #* ,O)(o,i) *s a n orientation preserving reparametrization of ^(1>O)(o,i)» t m s

implies the reality of eπik/2 and leaves us with even fc's for which property (6) follows.
Noticing that for m proportional to n, gmn is homological to zero modulo dg, where
g does not contribute to (6), and using the reparametrization invariance, we compute

n

9 (9)

where m Λn = m1n1—m2n1.

For g1 = gmn^2 = 9m>n"> explicit check shows that

τ2(9i)AT2(g2). (10)

Using Eq. (2), it is easy to verify that (10) holds for any g1 and g2 in the homotopy
class of gmn and gm.n. respectively.

The holomorphic line bundle if over LGC with holomorphic connection is
determined by the holonomies of closed paths in LGC given by the WZ action (6)
on tori. The construction goes as follows.

In each connected component of LGC we choose a reference point g*. Then
^£ is the set of the equivalence classes of pairs (γ,z)9 where y is a path y:[0,1] -+LGC

with y(0) = #* and zeC. Two such pairs (y,z) and (y\zf) are identified provided
y(l) = /(I) and

Here y'~ι denotes the path y' run in reverse order and for paths yx, y2, y2{0) = y1 (1),

Γ7l(2ί) for

\y2(2t—ΐ) for

The projection n:J?-+LGc is given by π[(y,z)] = y(l).
Due to the reparametrization invariance of Aτ2, Eq. (11) does not depend on

the details of the identification of the closed paths in LGC with maps from torus
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T2 to Gc implied in (11) and defines an equivalence relation. Similarly, different
choices of the reference loop g* lead to isomorphic bundles if.

We may now define the parallel transport in if. Given path y1 in LGC, the
parallel transporter A(yι) mapping if γ i ( 0) to if γ i (i) is defined by

^(7i)[(7^)] = [(7i*y^)] (13)

(this is readily seen to be well defined using (11)). It satisfies

A(y1)A(y2) = A(y1*y2). (14)

If y 1 is a closed path then

1 )l (15)

i.e. Ajiiyi) is the holonomy as desired.
The covariant derivative D/dt along a path gt in LGC is now easily computed.

Let φ be a section of if. By (11), we may view it as a function φ on the paths y
which satisfies

φ(y') = Aτ2(yf-1*y)φ(y) (16)

(smooth φ satisfying (16) defines a section φ, φ(y{l)) = [(y, *A(y))]). Denote by ytt.
the path gt run from t' to t. Thus

'dt'

'"dt
γ, 1*γtt-*y,-)φ(yt'))']

t,=t

where yf:[0,1] -+LGC, yt(0) = g*,yt(l) = gv The derivative of Aτ is computed using
Eq. (2). Noting that the contribution from ytt. vanishes as t' -• t9 we obtain

The action of the WZW model includes, apart from the topological term,
also the standard sigma-model part. Identifying a path ^ : [τ 1 , τ 2 ] -+LGC between
euclidean times τ1 and τ 2 with a field configuration on the annulus Σ = {z\eτί ^
z^eτ2} by the exponential map, we put

e x p [ - SΓ(#)] is an element of JS?g(t2)® JS?*(TI).
It is convenient to use exp[ — 5Σ(^)] rather than [(y,z)] to represent the
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elements of if. A general element of ^giτ2) is given by

(20)

for ^ ( τ j fixed at ̂ f*. If μ = ί(yo^oΏ then
Si) s ° { 9 ) z o π (21)

in the previous representation.
Equation (18) for the co variant derivative gives immediately for a homotopy gt,

e~SΣi9t\

(22)

On the identity component of LGC, we may take g* a constant and represent
the bundle ^£ with the help of action SD on the disc D = {z\\z\^l} by
putting τγ = — oo and τ 2 = 0. Bundle <£ restricted to constant loops is canoni-
cally trivialized by the mapping [(y,z)]->(y(l), APCι(y)z)eGc x C, (y(0) and y(l)
being constant loops, y defines a map from CP1-+GC). Hence we may take
exp[ — SD{g)~]e£?g{dD canonically and let the value of g at z = 0 be arbitrary. It is
easy to see that formula (22) still holds for Σ replaced by D.

On the nontrivial sectors, it is convenient to use the annulus A = {z\ 1 ^ \z\ ̂  2}
and fix 0 | M = 2 = 0*. i^M z | = = 1 is hence represented by elements μexp[SA(g)'] with
μe&g. To obtain the PW formulae (2.10) and (2.11), write

i) (23)

or

and use (10).
The classical symmetries (1.1) of the WZW theory act on the (complexified)

configuration space LGC of the model by left and right multiplication by the
elements of LGC. The quantum action of the symmetries comes from the
appropriate lift (geometric quantization!) of this action to bundle «£?. Its infinitesimal
generators Jn(x) and Jn(x\ xe^, (see Sect. 3), act on analytic sections φ of i f by

(Jn(x)φ)(g) = -jt Φ(e-ιteΨχg)
ί = 0

ϊi 2? I . dg _λ \ . Ί . . , _ ..
— ( xeιnφ, — g )dφ \φ\gh (24)

|_4π o \ δφ / J
and

+ T- f (xe~inφ,g~1^-)dφ \φ(g). (25)
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Using the definition of the covariant derivative given here, one can check that Jn's
and Jπ's satisfy the commutation relations (3.7) of the Kac-Moody algebra and
give the infinitesimal versions of the global actions of the Kac-Moody groups
defined in Sect. 3 for the simply connected groups and in Sect. 4 for the non-simply
connected ones.

Appendix 3

We include here the standard proof of existence of the affine Weyl group element
needed in Sect. 4 and of some identities which were used in the proof of modular
invariance. The affine Weyl group elements w represented by eiφσweLG, where
σeQ(Rv) and weG defines a finite Weyl group element, act on affine roots α = α + n
according to e^ = \ve~w~1 readily computed to give

w(α) = w(α) + n + <w(α), σ>. (1)

For θeQ*(R), we want to find the unique affine Weyl group element w such that

i»-Hα - <α, θ » = w"x(α) + n - <α, 0 + σ> > 0 (2)

for each positive root α = oc + n, see (4.23). Let A be the (finite) set of the negative
affine roots β = α — <α, θ} = φ(α) with α > 0. The set — A contains at least one
simple affine root α£ if it is non-empty. Indeed, if for all simple βj9 φ~ *( — βj) < 0,
then φ~1(β)<0 for all β<0 and A is empty. Since the reflections rα~. in simple
affine roots change the sign of αf and map other positive affine roots into positive
ones,

\rάA\ = \A\-l (3)

where | | denotes the cardinality. By iteration, we obtain the element w ~x with the
required properties. Its uniqueness follows from the fact that the only affine Weyl
group element mapping positive roots into the positive ones is the identity.

As explained in Sect. 4 the class of θ in Q*(R)/Q(RV) uniquely determines an
automorphism μ of the extended Dynkin diagram such that the action of
w(w = eίφσw) on the fundamental weights ω 0 = 0, ω1,..., ωι is

w(ω i/) + fcJωμ(o) = ω μ t / ) , (4)

see (4.29). Let p denote half the sum of the positive roots of the finite dimensional
Lie algebra. It is well known that p — ωx + ••• + ωι and (4) implies that

p-w(p) = hvωμ{0), (5)
compare (5.8).

We shall prove now the following formulae for the length l(w) of the finite Weyl
group element w:

/(w) = 2<p,ωμ ( 0 )> = ^ | ω μ ( 0 ) | 2 . (6)

This will imply (5.10) and (5.20) (ε(w) = eπίl(w)). Replacing θ by - ω μ ( 0 ) above and
repeating the preceding construction, we obtain w = w and l(w) = \A\, where the
set A contains only the roots of the finite Lie algebra. For α < 0 , <α,ωμ ( 0 )> ^ 0
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and < α, ω μ ( 0 ) > = 0 or — 1 only,

Λ = { α < 0 | < α , G > μ ( 0 ) > = - l } . (7)
Thus

<xeA α > 0

On the other hand,

Σ ( - « ) = Σ α - Σ α (9)
α > 0 aeA α > Q

and

W[(X )= > OL + / ^ ΠfY\

α > 0 αeΛ α > Q

(use inverted (2)).
Thus

Σ α = w(p) - p = - hvωμi0),
aeA

where we have used Eq. (5). Taking the scalar product with ω μ ( 0 ) gives the other
equality in (6).
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